Applying Hierarchal Clusters on Deep Reinforcement Learning Controlled Traffic Network
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Abstract—Traffic congestions is a crucial problem affecting cities around the globe and they are only getting worse as the number of vehicles tends to increase significantly. Traffic signal controllers are considered as the most important mechanism to control traffic, specifically at intersections, the field of Machine Learning introduces advanced techniques which can be applied to provide more flexibility and adaptiveness to traffic control techniques. Efficient traffic controllers can be designed using a reinforcement learning (RL) approach but major problems of following RL approach are, exponential growth in the state and action spaces and the need for coordination. We use real traffic data of 65 intersection of the city of Ottawa to build our simulations and show that, clustering the network using hierarchical techniques has a great potential in reducing the state-action pair signficantly and enhance overall traffic performance.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Most traffic light controllers work with far less information about the traffic, they follow a fixed protocol, that is, the light is red for some time and green for some subsequent time. The time intervals usually change during rush hours but still static.

Researchers have been trying to implement intelligent systems as a replacement for static ones to increase the efficiency of controllers, such systems use different machine learning techniques to enable signal controllers to adapt and behave based on the traffic state, this comes with a cost; as deploying such adaptive controllers at intersections without proper planning could lead to limit their potential benefits moreover, it might decrease the overall performance of the network. Therefore, optimally controlling and coordinating the operation of multiple signal controllers simultaneously is required. However, this integration adds complexity to the system.

In reinforcement learning, agents learn to map actions to states in order to maximize a numerical reward [2].

Two of the major challenges associated with implementing intelligent controllers using reinforcement learning is the need for coordination and the curse of dimensionality [3]. To address these limitations, we present a new method which uses hierarchal clustering to solve state-space problem instead of traditionally used geographical attributes and deep reinforcement learning controllers to manage vehicles flow instead of static ones, we also run our simulations based on real data covering about 50 intersection instead of a small network of 4 or 8 theoretical intersections.

The paper illustrates the approach covering clustering and Deep Reinforcement Learning in section 2. Section 3 explores contributions and similar work of other researchers. Section 4 illustrates the proposed algorithm. Results are presented with SUMO simulator [4] using real traffic data acquired from the city of Ottawa and the results are shown in section 5. Finally, section 6 presents conclusion and future work.

II. CLUSTERING AND DEEP REINFORCEMENT LEARNING

A. Clustering

Clustering is categorization of items. The clustering problem has been a focus of study in many field by researchers; this reflects its importance and usefulness in exploratory data analysis. It is used in data-analysis, decision-making, and machine-learning like document retrieval, and image segmentation.

In this paper we will be focusing on and using hierarchical clustering technique which can be addressed by complete linkage. Algorithm.

In complete link algorithm, the distance between two clusters is determined by those two elements (one in each cluster) that are farthest from each other as stated in Eq1. Two clusters are merged to form a larger cluster based on distance criteria or threshold, figure 1 depicts an illustrative image for complete linkage demonstration

\[ D(X,Y) = \max_{x \in X, y \in Y} d(x,y) \]  

(1)
B. Deep Reinforcement Learning

Reinforcement Learning is the process of acquiring new knowledge and the discovery of new facts and theories through observation and experimentation.

Each time the agent performs an action in its environment, we provide the agent a reward or a penalty to indicate the benefit and importance of the resulting state. For example, when training an agent to play a game the trainer might provide a positive reward when the game is won, negative reward when it is lost, and zero reward in all other states. [5].

The Q-learning agent learns optimal mapping between the environment’s state and the corresponding optimal control action based on accumulating rewards. In each iteration (k), the agent observes current state \( s \) and picks and executes action \( a \) that belongs to the available set of actions \( A \); then, the Q-factor is updated according to the immediate reward \( r(s, a) \) and the state transition to state \( s' \) as follows [6]:

\[
Q^k(s^k, a^k) = (1-\alpha)Q^{k-1}(s^k, a^k) + \alpha \left[ r(s, a) + \gamma \max_{a' \in A} Q(s', a') \right]
\]

(2)

Where \( \alpha \) and \( \gamma \) are referred to as the learning rate and the discount rate, respectively. The agent can simply choose the greedy action at each iteration based on the stored Q-factors, as follows:

\[
a^{k+1} = \arg \max_{a \in A} Q(s, a)
\]

(3)

However, sequence \( Q^k \) is proven to converge to the optimal value only if the agent visits the state–action pair for an infinite number of iterations [21]. This means that the agent must sometimes explore (try random actions) rather than exploit the best-known actions.

In our approach, we use a deep convolutional neural network to approximate the optimal action-value function, figure 2 show a building blocks demonstration

III. RELATED WORK

Intelligent agents interact in a cooperative environment where they learn by sharing information and trial and error.

A major problem of reinforcement learning approach is the exponential growth in the state-action space.

During the past years researchers have been trying to change the way traffic controllers are operated, from using simple static controllers to adaptive controllers like actuated controllers [8] to using Machine Learning (ML) techniques, following we mention a few.

1. SS Mousavi, M Schukat applied deep reinforcement learning algorithms with focusing on both policy and value-function based methods to traffic signal control problem in order to find optimal control policies of signaling, by using raw visual input data of the traffic simulator snapshots and an agent per intersection. The approach led to promising results and showed they could find more stable control policies compared to previous work of using deep reinforcement learning in traffic light optimization [9].

2. Yilun Lin, Xingyuan Dai, et al also proposed DRL (Deep Reinforcement Learning) dedicated to large-scale UTC (Urban Traffic Control) problems to learn the relationship between the states and the actions. They tested different reward functions and designed a hybrid reward, in which the throughput of the traffic network, along with the balance of queueing length around intersections is chosen as the performance indexes, they also used an agent per intersection. Tests showed that this new model could be optimized within an acceptable time for a traffic grid [10].

3. Van der Pol, Elise, and Frans A. presented a paper in which they used DQN algorithm with transfer planning and using image-like state representation and single agent per intersection, it showed a promising and scalable multi-agent approach to deep reinforcement learning, but the DQN algorithm may oscillate during training, a problem also found in earlier work on deep reinforcement learning. [11]

4. Genders, Wade, and Saiedeh Razavi applied modern deep reinforcement learning methods to build an adaptive traffic signal control agent. They proposed a state space, the discrete traffic state encoding, trained single agent per intersection using Q-learning with experience replay. Their agent was compared against a one hidden layer neural network traffic signal control agent and it managed to reduce average cumulative delay by 82%, average queue length by 66% and average travel time by 20%. [12].

IV. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

We propose to cluster the network using hierarchal clustering techniques; each cluster will be controlled by an
agent which will be trained to control the network using deep reinforcement learning. Clustering the network will reduce state-action space and learning time. Figures 3, 4 present the difference between the currently used model and the proposed model respectively.

In order to cluster the network using hierarchal clustering algorithm (1) was used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm 1 clustering TLS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1: given</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: Network average traffic threshold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3: A set $X$ of agents ${x_1, ..., x_n}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4: A distance function dist $d(c_i, c_j)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5: for $i=1$ to $n$ do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6: $C^j = {x_i}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7: end for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8: $C = {c_1, ..., c_n}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9: while size$(C) &gt; 1$ do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10: $(c_{min1}, c_{min2}) = \text{minimum dist}(c_i, c_j)$ for all $c_i, c_j$ in $C$ and $\leq$ $\text{threshold}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11: remove $c_{min1}, c_{min2}$ from $C$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12: add $(c_{min1}, c_{min2})$ to $C$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13: end while</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14: train agents</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After performing 8 simulations, we obtained traffic counts between all junctions and used them to construct a distance matrix to find how “close” each junction to another we then used averaged traffic counts between pair of junctions as threshold and implemented complete linkage to acquire final clusters.

V. SIMULATION SETUP

To demonstrate the effectiveness of intelligent traffic control system, it should be tested on realistic traffic scenarios. For this reason, a realistic traffic model based on a section of the downtown area of the City of Ottawa was simulated using SUMO simulator which was chosen for many reasons including portability, presence of an active development community and availability of a graphical user interface.

The area addressed is a 9x7 block of down-town Ottawa, with over 30 intersections requiring control. This is not an extremely large network but, it is much larger than most of the simple networks used in previous intelligent traffic signal research. This area also contains a wide range of street types ranging from small one-way residential streets with low traffic volumes, to main streets of high volume and multiple lanes.

The simulation network was acquired from the work presented by F.Taher et.al [13]. Figure 5 depicts sample intersection as seen in the simulator.

For training step, usually Q Learning uses online learning, as in every step of the simulation a reward is received and instantly used to improve the learner. This approach is not ideal for neural networks.

Because of that the idea of ‘Experience Replay’ is introduced. Past experiences are stored in memory and in each step, a random batch is retrieved to train the deep neural network to prevent overfitting. In addition an exploration factor is used to take random actions based on a decaying probability.

Figure 6 depicts the main program loop. Every agent chooses an action and sets it in the simulation environment. Afterwards, one simulation step is executed. Finally every agent can gather the rewards and make observations for every junction it controls. The benefits of this approach are that every agent can learn many times for every simulation step and less memory is needed as opposed to a “one agent per intersection”-approach.
Figure 6 main program loop

A. State space

The first idea for the state space is to use the following statistics for each induction loop:

- The mean speed of vehicles that were on the named induction loop within the last simulation step [m/s]
- The number of vehicles that were on the named induction loop within the last simulation step [#]

B. Action space

The action space for this particular problem gets very large very quickly due to the exponential growth. One traffic light can have the following states, the state must be one of [rRgGyYoOu] for red, red-yellow, green, yellow, off, where lower case letters mean that the stream has to decelerate. The offline state is omitted.

Therefore, the action space size is \(m^n\) with \(m\) being number of possible states in this case (4) one for red, red-yellow, green, yellow and \(n\) being the number of traffic lights per edge.

This introduced a very huge action space which couldn’t be handled with the used hardware, a more rational approach was used, a predefined set of phases per intersection was used instead, for example an intersection could have set of 4 actions/phases like (rrGGGG, rryyyy, GGGrtr, yyyyrrrr) and the agent should choose to apply one of those 4.

C. Evaluation metrics

Two values were considered to measure the network performance:

- Average number of departed cars that is the total number of cars which have reached their destination,
- Mean Travel Time that is the average travelling time for all cars since entering the network until reaching their destination.

VI. RESULTS

To test the capability of the proposed algorithm to effectively reduce exponential growth in the state-action space, average of 8 simulation scenario were generated from the available data, each of which represents realistic vehicle volumes for an 11-hour period (7a.m.-6p.m.).

The average traffic count calculated between intersections was used as a threshold to perform the clustering algorithm, resulting in the cluster dendrogram shown in figure 7.

Each cluster (junctions belonging to same group) are bounded by a green rectangle using complete link algorithms. The clustering pattern for complete linkage distance tends to create compact clusters, also shows that, intersections are grouped in a cluster of smaller size (1-2).

In figure 8 we can see the network junctions outlined on X and Y axes before clustering, all intersections are considered as one huge cluster network and controlled by one agent, such huge network will increase the DRL state-action space dramatically and increase learning time as a result. In fact this would have resulted in \(3.7e^{24}\) possible action to be considered each simulation step and would be hard if not impossible to be handled in memory.

In figure 9, the network is shown after clustering process has been performed using complete link algorithm and intersections which belong to the same cluster have the same symbol for demonstration. We can see that, the complete-link algorithm produces tightly bound or compact network (1-2) junctions per cluster, from a pragmatic viewpoint, it was observed that, the complete link algorithms are more useful in producing hierarchies in many applications [14].
After performing the clustering, the network training phase was put into action. In order to do that we used Keras framework [15] to build the network model, shown in figure 10 is an example where state space is 12 and expected output is 3 actions.

The model was run on Dell G5, 8th Gen Intel® Core™ i7-8750H Quad Core Processor, NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 1060 with NVIDIA® Max-Q Design Technology, 6 GB GDDR5 video memory and 16 Giga of RAM.

It takes as input, the state space of the controlled junctions and outputs one of the actions, in this case, the phase to be applied at each junction.

Clustering phase resulted into having a total of 40 agent controlling the 57 junction, having each agent controlling from 1 junction to max of 2 junctions.

In order to monitor the training process we used Tensorboard [16], in figure 11 we show a sample of training process of 6 agents where X-axis shows the epoch duration and Y-axis is the loss.

While using global function approximations for Q-values can speed up learning by generalization, the guarantees of original convergence of Q-learning will no longer hold because divergence and/or oscillation may occur due to going from tabular Q-learning to function approximation, as the model shifts from a tabular representation - one where each pair has a local entry – to a global representation, where each pair is evaluated by an approximator that is updated globally. Since in function approximation the weights are updated globally, earlier progress on a pair can be reverted by updating after sampling another pair.

Figures 12, 13 illustrate the throughput and mean travelling time of the clustered-DRL controlled network vs. optimized, static and non-clustered networks respectively.
DRL controlled clustered network seems to achieve higher throughput with about ~5% increase than static controlled network and in figure 13 we can see the mean travelling time showing that the original network provided less average travelling time. This happens because green signal stays longer (green wave) [17] in the static network, which results in reducing the average travelling time across the network.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Generally, it is not easy to define appropriate state-action spaces in all real-world RL problems. Usually the tiling of the state space has to be rather fine to cover all possibly relevant situations and there can also be a wide variety of actions to choose from. Therefore, there exists a combinatorial explosion problem when trying to explore all possible actions and states. In our approach to improve the traffic signal controllers system and to overcome reinforcement learning challenges which are caused mainly due to exponential growth in the state-action space resulting in more communications between agents and increased learning time, the network were clustered using Hierarchal clustering algorithm instead of using traditional techniques which are based on geographical attributes, into strongly connected sub-networks using the traffic volume as a similarity measure, we then used real data to build our simulation scenario and acquire results. A clustered network controlled by Deep Reinforcement Learning agents was compared against the same network controlled by static and optimized Traffic Light controllers (TLS), the DRL controlled network had an increase of departed vehicles (reached its destination) with a value of 5%. The suggested technique resulted in higher network throughput but more travelling time. Yet, following the clustering mechanism helped decreasing the number of state-space actions dramatically from in the case of single agent controlling all intersections to 3-36 action after clustering and having multiple agents instead. This shall decrease hardware requirements like memory and decrease required learning time during training phase. Another direction for future work is to try different reward functions where we can consider other parameters like traveling time and tune DNN parameters in order to achieve higher throughput and lower travelling time.
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Figure 13 Mean travel time over day
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